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The FIA World Rally Championship 
(WRC) has already ticked off the first 
two events. Rally Sweden finished 
with WRC2 victory for Oliver Solberg 
and Elliott Edmondson from Toksport 
WRT, a team supported by us again 
this year. 
In 2023, Toksport WRT won the 
WRC2 teams’ title as well as the 
WRC2 drivers’ title with Andreas 
Mikkelsen/Torstein Eriksen. The 
Germany based team and its drivers 
are among the title favourites again 
this year. One prerequisite is, that we 
are constantly working to make the 
Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 even more 
competitive, as you can read 
 elsewhere in this Newsletter 
(see page 6). Our effort obviously 
not only helps Toksport WRT, but 

also each other team which runs the 
Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 in international 
series or national championships.
While we are very happy with 
the success of the newest rally car 
from Mladá Boleslav, we also look 
back to the Fabia’s forerunners. 
One of the most remarkable mo-
ments in the history of Škoda 
Motorsport dates back to 2001, 
when the Octavia WRC stunned the 
competitors at the WRC’s toughest 
event, the Safari Rally Kenya. We turn 
back the clock 23 years with the 
respective story (see page 13),
When the 2024 FIA European Rally 
Championship (ERC) kicks off with 
Rally Hungary (12-14 April), we are 
launching a new bonus program for 
teams competing the series with 

Off to a new season 
by Michal Hrabánek, Head of Škoda Motorsport

Škoda Fabia rally cars: After registe-
ring with us, they can win spare parts 
vouchers worth 28,000 Euro at each 
of the eight ERC rounds, provided 
one of their drivers finishes on the 
podium. The main prize of the 
contest will be given away at season’s 
end. If the winner of the 2024 ERC’s 
drivers’ title competes with a Škoda, 
his team will get a discount of 
50,000 Euro when buying a new 
Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 from us. 
You can find details about the bonus 
program in this Newsletter  
(see page 8).

For now enjoy reading our latest 
Newsletter and keep fingers crossed 
for all the Škoda teams around the 
world. 
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• INTERVIEW• Review

Good start into the new season

They were the talk of the town. 
Pepe López and new co-driver David 
Vázquez had never competed a round 
of the FIA World Rally Championship 
(WRC) with a Škoda  before. But the 
Mapo Motorsport crew started into 
Rallye Monte-Carlo like the combo 
had been together already for years. 
From the first stage on, they traded 
fastest WRC2 stage times with the 
 experienced duo Nikolay Gryazin/
Konstantin Aleksandrov. Until Sunday 
morning, the lead changed an 
incredible eight times between both 
crews. 
The Spaniards were on top after the 
two night stages on Thursday. On 
Friday evening, Gryazin/Aleksandrov 

Pepe López's sensational drive at Rallye Monte-Carlo and Oliver Solberg’s dominant victory 
in Sweden marked the first two WRC2 events

Oliver Solberg and co-driver Elliott Edmondson celebrate WRC2 victory at Rally 
Sweden with fans

Incredible atmosphere – Oliver Solberg/
Elliott Edmondson during the Thursday 

night stages of Rallye Monte-Carlo



had the upper hand with not more 
than 1.3 seconds. After the next 
24 hours of this gripping duel, López/
Vázquez had reduced the gap to 
0.2 seconds. Yohan Rossel/Arnaud 
Dunand from France made it a three-
way fight for WRC2 victory.
With only the Powerstage to run, 
López/Vázquez lead by 0.9 seconds 
ahead of Rossel/Dunand. But last 
year’s WRC2 winners arrived on 
top of the famous Col de Turini 
4.9 seconds faster than anybody else, 
snatching away the category victory 
from López/Vázquez on the very last 
stage. Small consolidation for the 
Spanish Škoda crew: Their convincing 
speed was rewarded with the 
“FORUM8 WRC2 Most Stage 
Wins Award”. 
In sharp contrast, the WRC Masters 
Cup classification reserved for drivers 
of 50 years and older was a walk 
in the park for Mauro Miele and 
co-driver Luca Beltrame. Sharing 
a Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 of team 
Dream One, the Italians led from 
start to finish eventually winning with 
a margin of more than nine minutes.

After competing Rallye Monte-Carlo 
without being registered for WRC2 
points, Oliver Solberg and co-driver 
Elliott Edmondson dominantly won 
the category at Rally Sweden. They 
stormed into the category lead with 
the fastest time in the opening show 
stage on Thursday evening and never 
looked back. After the first leg, the 

• Review

Rally Sweden, Result WRC2

Rallye Monte-Carlo, Result WRC2

1 Yohan Rossel/Arnaud Dunand (FRA/FRA), Citroën 
2 Pepe López/David Vázquez (ESP/ESP), Škoda 
3 Nikolay Gryazin/Konstantin Aleksandrov (BGR/ANA), Citroën 

1 Oliver Solberg/Elliott Edmondson (SWE/GBR), Škoda 
2 Sami Pajari/Enni Mälkönen (FIN/FIN), Toyota 
3 Georg Linnamäe/James Morgan (EST/GBR), Toyota 

Toksport WRT run Škoda Fabia RS 
Rally2 was even listed as third overall 
– a coup, no other WRC2 crew had 
pulled off in the history of the world 
championship after a proper day of 
rallying. 
After posting fastest WRC2 times on 
eleven of the event's 18 stages, the 
Swedish-British duo eventually won 
with a margin of nearly 1:20 minutes. 
“Amazing. What a weekend,” Solberg 
beamed at the finish. “With so many 
people, so much atmosphere. Family 
and friends have been here. Winning 
like this is amazing.” 
After two events, Oliver Solberg and 
Yohan Rossel are joint leaders of the 
WRC2 overall classification. Victory 
in the WRC Masters Cup went again 
to a Škoda crew. This time, it was 
the turn of the Polish crew Michał 
Sołowow/Maciej Baran. 

After a strong performance 
Pepe López/David Vázquez 
missed WRC2 victory at 
Rallye Monte-Carlo by four 
seconds only

Pepe López tackles his first full WRC2 
season

Oliver Solberg/
Elliott Edmondson 
started their WRC2 
campaign with 
victory in Sweden



“Sideways is the most fun”

Oliver Solberg has proven his speed 
many times in the past. Last year, he 
finished sixth overall in the FIA World 
Rally Championship’s main support 
category WRC2. Sharing a Toksport 
WRT run Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 with 
British co-driver Elliott Edmondson, 
the young Swede kicked-off this 
year’s campaign with WRC2 victory 
at his home event.

How does it feel to win WRC2 at 
Rally Sweden for the second time 
in a row?
Amazing. What a weekend, with so 
many people, so much atmosphere. 
A home event is always unique and 
when you win it, it makes it all the 
sweeter. It's just great.

What are your 2024 ambitions?
My goal for 2024 is pretty much 
clear: I try to win the WRC2 title. 
I would like to enjoy it, learn a lot, 
but I would also like to win the 
category as often as possible.

You also have a new role as test 
and development driver for Škoda 
Motorsport. How do you like 
working with the team?
The last time I worked this closely 
with Škoda Motorsport was in 2020. 

Oliver Solberg is one of the hopes of rally sport. The 22-year-old son of former FIA World 
Rally Champion Petter Solberg is obviously eager to win big. He competes for the 2024 
WRC2 title behind the wheel of the Škoda Fabia RS Rally2

• Interview

22-year-old Oliver 
Solberg targets the 
2024 WRC2 title

Oliver Solberg and co-driver 
Elliott Edmondson won WRC2 

at Rally Sweden the second 
year in a row



So it's not really a new experience 
for me. I really enjoy being part of 
the development team. I think we 
are communicating really well. 
together in the team and we all 
share a passion for pushing the car 
forward.

Do you enjoy that kind of work?
Yes, it's definitely fun, at the same 
time I learn a lot and I can even help 
to improve the car. I like the fact that 
I get to drive a lot of kilometres 
in the car during testing and I get 
the opportunity to try out a lot of 
different things.

You have quite a lot experience 
with Škoda cars. What is your 
impression of the Fabia RS Rally2 
and what do you think are its 
strengths?
The Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 is definite-
ly the best Škoda I have ever driven. 
It is quite easy to drive and performs 
well in all sorts of conditions. It is also 
a reliable car. I am fast in every rally 
I compete.

You come from a rally family, how 
did that influence your relationship 
to motorsport?
When you're born into something, 
you're automatically going to try it. 
Later on you obviously need to find 
a passion for it, but in the beginning 

you just do it because your parents 
do it. And I got into driving early.

What were your beginnings behind 
the wheel?
I started learning almost from the age 
of two and I had my first car, a buggy, 
when I was five. I competed in my 
first buggy race at the age of seven 
and my first rally was the 2017 Rally 
Alūksne in the Latvian championship, 
when I was fifteen.

When did you decide that you 
wanted to go rallying?
I guess I've always dreamed of 
competing in rallies, it's always been 
my favourite sport. But I really started 
thinking about it at around the age of 
13, when I thought I should choose 
my direction. And rally became that 
direction.

What surface do you enjoy the 
most?
That's easy. It's snow, like at home in 
Sweden. You can drive the most 
sideways and it's the most fun.

• Interview

Solberg’s helmet design honours his fan 
base, the “Wolf Pack”

Oliver Solberg took over the role as Škoda 
Motorsport test and development driver



Against the wind

The engineers of Škoda Motorsport are constantly working 
on improving the Fabia RS Rally2. “One of our targets is to 
make the Fabia stronger for fast gravel rallies,” reveals Aleš 
Rada, Technical Head of Škoda Motorsport. “Lately, we did 
a development session in the wind tunnel of our Volkswa-
gen Group colleagues at Audi.” 

Portuguese gravel roads are perfect for fine-tuning the damper 
settings

Škoda Motorsport used the Audi wind tunnel in Ingolstadt 
to work on the Fabia RS Rally2’s aerodynamics

The Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 has entered its 
second season and the Škoda Motorsport 
development team hasn't stopped working 
on the car.

• Background



Another point of development in this respect is the gear 
ratio of the car’s five-speed gearbox. “So far, we homologa-
ted only one set of ratios. But we are allowed a second set,” 
explains Aleš Rada. Oliver Solberg, WRC2 winner at Rally 
Sweden, test-drove the Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 on frozen 
roads in Finland and Sweden to try new aerodynamic 
solutions and the longer gear ratios. “Our second victory in 
a row on the high-speed stages in Sweden proved, that the 
Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 is already very fast. But especially for 
customer teams it’s also important, that the car is easy to 
drive and works perfectly in a wide range of road conditi-
ons,” says Oliver Solberg.    
While Oliver Solberg was busy in Scandinavia, Erik Cais 
took to the wheel of the Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 on Portugu-
ese gravel roads. The Czech driver was evaluating new 
suspension settings. “Especially the dampers for gravel 
show a big improvement compared to last year. They give 
a lot of grip and in turn the driver a lot more confidence,“ 
Erik Cais concluded.
Once homologated by the Fédération Internationale de 
l’Automobile (FIA), only some parts of a Rally2 car can be 
modified. For major modifications resulting in a technical 
evolution of the car, the manufacturer needs to use so-

-called jokers. “During the first two years after homologati-
on period of the Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 we are allowed to 
use only three jokers and another two only for safety or 
reliability adaptions,” describes Aleš Rada. 
The Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 was homologated on 1 Septem-
ber 2022 and still is inside this two-year period. So, Škoda 
Motorsport has a couple of jokers up its sleeves. 

• Background

Although frozen and completely covered 
in snow, Scandinavian stages are among 

the fastest in the world

A myriad of sensors deliver data during the wind tunnel tests



Win-win 
situation

Running a Škoda Fabia in the 2024 
FIA European Rally Championship 
(ERC) can save teams money. Škoda 
Motorsport introduced a bonus 
program for its most successful 
customers. At each of the series’ 
eight rounds the prize pot is filled 
with spare parts vouchers worth up 
to 28,000 Euro. The main prize of 
the contest will be given away at 
season’s end. If the winner of the 
2024 ERC’s drivers’ title competes 
with a Škoda, his team will get 

a discount of 50,000 Euro when 
buying a new Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 
from Škoda Motorsport. 
„With our new incentive program, we 
support our loyal customers and 

motivate teams to run our rally cars. 
At the same time we are strengthen-
ing the position of the Škoda brand in 
the ERC,” said Michal Hrabánek, 
Head of Škoda Motorsport. Škoda Motorsport launches 

bonus program in the ERC.

• Background

Winning an ERC event earns 
registered Škoda Motorsport 

customer teams a voucher 
worth 15,000 Euro (photo: 

Team MRF Tyres at TET Rally 
Liepāja 2023)

Škoda Motorsport will be present with spare 
parts truck at selected WRC and ERC events



The competition is open to all Škoda 
Motorsport registered teams running 
any of the Rally2 variants of the 
Škoda Fabia. 
If a crew of a registered team wins 
an ERC round with a Škoda Fabia RS 
Rally2, Škoda Fabia Rally2 evo or 
Škoda Fabia Rally2, Škoda Motor-
sport rewards this success with 
a 15,000 Euro voucher. A second 
place is worth 8,000 Euro, and 
a third placed Škoda crew’s 
team still receives 5,000 Euro. 
The vouchers can be redeemed 
on orders of spare parts from 
Škoda Motorsport. 
In addition to the bonus program, 
Škoda Motorsport supports its 
customer teams with a special 
service: During selected events of the 
FIA World Rally Championship 
(WRC) and the ERC, the dedicated 
spare parts truck will be back. At 
these events, teams running cars 
from Škoda Motorsport can buy 

spare parts which they might not 
have available from their own stock. 
With the spare parts service during 
rallies Škoda Motorsport underlines 
its strategy of putting the customer’s 

needs first. „The goal is always the 
same,“ says Lucie Bortová, Head of 
Customer Program at Škoda Motor-
sport. “To make sure, as many of our 
cars as possible finish a rally.“

• Background

The Škoda Motorsport bonus program honours podium positions at ERC events (photo: full Škoda podium at Barum Rally Zlín 2023)

Rally Hungary 
(photo: Mathieu 

Franceschi/Benoît 
Manzo in 2023) 

kicks off the new 
ERC season



500 and counting 

The new Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 is in high demand by 
customers, bringing the capacity of Škoda Motorsport to 
the maximum. The production of a rally car is fundamental-
ly different from that of a road car, which is ready in 
a matter of hours thanks to a large proportion of robotic 
production. The Rally2 variants of the Fabia on the other 

hand are built manually by Škoda Motorsport mechanics. 
After more than 500 of such cars built since 2015, the 
process is highly efficient.
“It usually takes eleven days to build a car from the moment 
we receive the painted chassis,” explains Miroslav Šlambora, 
Škoda Motorsport's Head of Race Car Build. 

Škoda Motorsport has 
already manufactured 
more than 500 Fabia 

in Rally2 specification

In the latest episode of the “Behind the Curtain”, we explore how Škoda Motorsport builds rally 
cars. It takes two mechanics eleven days to assemble a Škoda Fabia RS Rally2

• Background



The Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 is made of more than 7,000 parts. 
The exact number varies depending on the specific car 
configuration chosen by the customer. 
The main decision concerns the choice between tarmac 
or gravel specification. According to the rules set up by the 
governing body FIA, the car in basic configuration has to fit 
within a certain price cap, which at the moment is 260,766 
Euro excluding tax. But the customer also can order various 
modifications, accessories and upgrades, which raise the 
price tag.
“For example, we have different homologated seats availa-
ble. Also, the car comes with aluminium wheels as standard, 
but magnesium alloy wheels are an option too. If the 
customer intends to take part in night stages, he will also 
need a light pod and additional headlights on the bumper,” 
describes Radek Těšínský from Škoda Motorsport's 
Customer Department.
There is basically no difference between the construction of 
a tarmac car and a gravel car, only some parts are different, 
such as shock absorbers, wheels or suspension springs. The 
optional elements do not complicate or lengthen the build 

either. Škoda Motorsport can work on three to five cars 
at a time. 
Each car is always built by two mechanics. The most 
challenging job is the installation of the electronics and the 
entire wiring system. The finished car has to pass a rollout 
at the Škoda Auto test polygon. During this test, the 
functionality of the entire car will be verified. Only after 
a thorough check, the car will be delivered. 

• Background

It takes two mechanics eleven days to build a Škoda Fabia RS Rally2

The bare chassis is the starting point for the assembly process



• Results

MERC
Full Škoda podium at Qatar 

International Rally, first round of the 
FIA Middle East Rally Championship 
(MERC, pictured). French crew 
Pierre-Louis Loubet/Loris Pascaud 

beat Sports Racing Technologies 
team mates Mads Østberg/Patrik 
Barth from Norway and Sweden, 
Oman Rally Team’s Abdullah 
Al-Rawahi/Ata Al-Hmoud came 
home third.

Estonia
Gregor Jeets/Timo Taniel 

drove Tehase Auto’s Škoda Fabia 
Rally2 evo to victory at Otepää 
Talveralli, second round of the 
Estonian championship.

Finland
Rautio Motorsport’s Roope 

Korhonen/Anssi Viinikka (Škoda Fabia 
RS Rally2, pictured) won SM Auto 
Sorsa Riihimäki-ralli, first round of the 
Finnish championship.

Kenya
The Eldoret Rally, first 

round of the Kenyan Championship, 
ended with victory for local Škoda 
crew Samman Singh Vohra/Alfir 
Khan.

Mexico
Triple victory for Škoda 

crews at the Rally of Nations. Norwe-

gian Mads Østberg and Swedish 
co-driver Patrik Barth (Team Scandi-
navia, pictured) won the invitational 
event from Andrea Mabellini/Virginia 
Lenzi (Team Italy). Locals Alejandro 

Mauro Sánchez/Adrián Pérez Fernán-
dez came third, securing overall 
victory for Team Mexico TV4.   

Norway
Norwegian-Austrian mixed 

crew Henning Solberg/Ilka Minor 
drove a Škoda Fabia RS Rally2 to 
victory at Rally Hadeland, second 
round of the Norwegian champion-
ship. Anders Grøndal/Ola Fløene 
(Škoda Fabia Rally2 evo) came 
second.

Facts about the Škoda Fabia Rally2; Škoda 
Fabia Rally2 evo and Škoda Fabia RS Rally2**

* 1st to 3rd place
** as of 1/4/2015 to 26/2/2024



Safari Rally in 2001 meant: More than 
1,000 kilometres of “competitive 
sections” on open roads through the 
Kenyan savannah as the FIA World 
Rally Championship’s only African 
event in these days didn’t have closed 
special stages. Add knee-deep mud, 
dust as fine as powder and speeds 
often exceeding 180 kph and you get 
the picture, why for drivers and 
manufacturers alike a victory at the 
Safari Rally was only beaten by 
winning Rallye Monte-Carlo.
That season, Škoda fielded the 
Octavia WRC, the first ever world 
rally car to come out of Mladá 
Boleslav. And after the Safari Rally’s 
first competitive section, Škoda 
factory crew Armin Schwarz/
Manfred Hiemer were leading 
outright! That had never happened 
to the Czech manufacturer before. 
“We wanted to show the world the 

Safari Rally Kenya 
2001 – factory 
crew Armin 
Schwarz/Manfred 
Hiemer drives the 
Škoda Octavia 
WRC to third place 
overall  

Mladá Boleslav today – Armin 
Schwarz visits the famous car, which 
is preserved at the Škoda Museum

• History

Where other cars failed,  
the Octavia kept going
With the Safari Rally Kenya (28-31 March) around the corner, 
it’s time to look back to 2001 and the Škoda Octavia WRC’s 
biggest success – third place at the African round of the 
world championship
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durability and reliability of the Škoda 
Octavia WRC,” remembers Armin 
Schwarz. “The Safari Rally was 
perfect for that. In Kenya, you don’t 
need to have the fastest car, but it 
sure has to be the most rugged.” 
Which was a perfect fit for the 
Octavia. Škoda decided to just wear 
down the competition from Mitsubi-
shi, Peugeot, Ford and Subaru. “In the 
120-kilometre-long first section, 
I posted the fastest time of all. 
We wanted the others to increase 
the pace as well. However, when you 
drive faster than intended in Kenya, 
there’s a huge risk of breaking your 
car. And that was exactly what 
happened to many teams. It was part 
of our plan,” Armin Schwarz recounts. 
The German crew didn’t win another 
section. But as its competitors retired 
one by one, the unstoppable Škoda 
Octavia WRC settled into third 
position. The team’s thorough 

preparation really paid off. “We had 
a smaller team, a smaller budget and 
less experience - but the team spirit 
was fantastic. The whole team did 
a great job in development and 
testing for the Safari Rally. This 
allowed me to not worry too much 
about the conditions on the track, 

and I could trust the car. The support 
from management played a large part 
as well,” concludes Armin Schwarz.
Other cars had more powerful 
engines at the time, but the Škoda 
Octavia WRC countered with its 
great suspension, reliability and 
overall character. For spectators, 
it was unforgettable for its inimitable 
sound and willingness to go for 
spectacular sideways action, espe-
cially with Armin Schwarz at the 
wheel. “In 2001, the Octavia WRC 
was at its peak. Many people don’t 
remember anymore that we just 
missed the Rallye Monte-Carlo 
podium. This fourth place is just as 
valuable to me as the third in Kenya,” 
Armin Schwarz recalls.
His third place from the 2001 Safari 
Rally turned out to be the biggest 
success in the career of the Škoda 
Octavia WRC, which was replaced by 
the Fabia WRC in 2003.

• History

The Safari Rally Kenya of 
2001 consisted of more 
than 1,000 kilometres of 
“competitive section”

Armin Schwarz vividly remembers the 
“Safari” of 23 years ago


